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Данная презентация подготовлена для занятия по подготовке к ЕГЭ – раздел 
«Лексико- грамматические задания»

Цель: формирование лексико- грамматических навыков и умений учащихся 

Задачи: 

*повторить способы словообразования слов в английском языке;

*повторить видовременные формы глаголов;

*повторить правила образования степеней сравнения прилагательных,  
объектного падежа местоимений.

Занятие состоит из выполнений упражнений.



Read

1.My friend is fond of … adventure stories.
2. … is Mike’s hobby. 
3. … book was put in the bookcase. 
4.There were many … in the library.
5.We went to the … hall of the central library.
6…. girl was sitting in the armchair.
7.I want you … the book about the Great Patriotic War.
8.The story … … by the pupils at the Literature lesson.

reading read readers to read
 was read



forget

write

we

nice

history

friend

sun

teach

depend

child

tough

happy

beauty



1.My old Granny is very …  (forgetful)
2.My … parents went to Italy for the ecological conference. (friend’s)
3.They saw … in the park. (us)
4.Teenagers have a great … from their parents. (dependence)
5.At Literature lessons pupils study the works of Russian … .(writers)
6.Summer is … season of the year. (the sunniest)
7.He spent his … in the village. (childhood)
8.She wants to be a  … . (teacher)
9.Mary had a great … to go to Great Britain. (happiness)
10.My father is fond of reading … novels. (historical)
11. … is a trait necessary for a politician. (toughness)
12.There is a great number of … places in the world. (beautiful)
13.Rose is the … flower. (the nicest)

                          Put the necessary words in the sentences



work say

know
give

teach

be
show

see

listen



1.He takes photographs

2.The relationship you have 
with your friend
3.The period when you are a 
child
4.The feeling of being excited

5.The state of being happy

6.She writes books

7.Something people do when 
they are active
8.The feeling of being great

9.The quality of being 
important

photographer

friendship

childhood

excitement
happiness
writer

activity

greatness

importance



1.It is a very ... road. danger

2.It was so … that we couldn’t see 
anything.

fog

3.Everyone knows this actress. She is 
very …

attract

4.This room is very … comfort
5.Great Britain is an … country. industry
6.She plays the guitar. She is … music
7.The shop is in the … part of the city. centre
8.He is a … politician. fame



                     School Then and Now

Parents and teachers are always making  ____ (1) between 
the time when they were ____ (2)  and the present  ______ 
(3). They say everything was better than it is today, especially 
in ____ (4).  For example, they say  they used to work much 
_____ (5) in school, and that nowadays, we aren’t very 
interested. I ____ (6), because we spend  hours every day 
doing homework after our lessons or ____ (7) for  ______ (8). 
I wonder if our parents really had to study so much after 
school every day.  In my opinion, it is no _____ (9)  to say we 
have forgotten how to play. I think one reason why kids  _____ 
(10) in class because they need to get rid of stress.



1. compared,  comparisons,  comparable
2. children, childhood, childish
3. generated, generator, generation
4. education, educated, educator
5. harder, hardly, hardier
6. don’t agree, disagree, agreement
7. revision, revised,   revising
8. examinations, exanimate,  examinated
9. exaggerated,  having exaggerated, exaggeration

10. misbehave,  don’t behave, behaviour






